Optical characteristics of contemporary dental composite resin materials.
Optical and physical properties of dental restorative composite materials are affected by composition. Basic optical absorption and scattering properties have been derived through the use of a corrected reflectance model, but practical and important optical properties are not easily derived from these basic spectral characteristics. The purposes of this study are to derive and compare colour and translucency characteristics of two cured contemporary nanohybrid composites being marketed as universal composites, and to evaluate colour difference between each composite material and published shade guide data. Previously derived optical scattering and absorption coefficients for five diverse shades of these composite materials were used to calculate the CIE colour parameters of L*, a* and b* at infinite thickness under various illuminants and to derive ideal translucency parameters at various thicknesses using two colour difference formulae. Differences were found in the inherent colour parameters and in the translucency parameters between the brands for some of the shades studied. The colour differences of the inherent colours from published shade guide data were always higher than the perceptibility limit, and often higher than the acceptability limit. Inherent colours and ideal translucency parameters may be calculated from optical coefficients for a variety of illuminants. Different inherent colour parameters of composite materials marked for the same shade indicate the influence of compositional differences between these materials. Since patients are seen under various illuminations, the ability to assess appearance matching characteristics under diverse illuminants will help assure an optimum match for the patient.